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l ong ago in an old village there was a very sick
and pregnant woman. All the people in the village
tried to help her, and one day her husband led a huge
crowd of people to find a mystical flower that would
cure her. They finally found the flower at Misty
Mountain, it looked strange and had three petals,
red, blue, and orange. She felt better as soon as she
received the mystical flower. Her first born son was
named Jack. He had a strange glowing red symbol on
his forehead in the shape of a fire ball. Her next son,
Max also had symbol on his forehead but it was a in
the shape of blue wave.
Finally the last son was named Alex and he too
had a symbol on his forehead. It was an orange
image of a man running in the wind. After a while
their symbols moved to their hands. Their parents
were very worried about them, so they took them to

a wise old wizard who told them about a grand
oracle. He said “One day three children will stand
among all people. These children will have colorful
symbols on their hands and when this happens
they’ll have to go to The Dark Cave in the forbidden
forest to start their training to become heroes.
Therefore the children were taken to the forbidden
forest. As soon as the children entered the forest,
they ran to The Dark Cave.
As they entered the cave they were being
watched by a man at the top of the cave. When the
man saw their gems, he showed himself and said,
“Welcome my students I’m Sensei Chen and I will
train you’’. Even though they were goofing around
during the beginning, after some months of intense
training they were taking it seriously. They all
discovered their powers. Alex had the power of
speed, Max had water power, and finally Jack had
fire power. While they were training a large tsunami
hit the earth which caused an earthquake in the
underworld, the leader of the underworld awakened.

He sensed the presence of heroes that he
thought he defeated centuries ago. “The master
awoke the master awoke” called Sema to other
monsters. Everyone came to see the newly
awakened master “arggh what was that” said the
master. “It was the 3fists”, said Sema. “I THOUGHT I
DESTROYED THEM!!!” yelled the master. Back at the
cave, Sensei Chen felt his brother, the evil master,
yelling while he was meditating. He jumped up and
told Jack, Max, and Alex their names. Alex was the
Speedster, Max the Waterspiter, and the leader, Jack
the Fireball, and gave them their battle suits. He told
them to press their gems in order to transform.
Meanwhile, the master sent one of his monsters to
destroy the 3 fists. Sensei Chen pushed them out the
door to fight. When they pressed their gems they had
cool red, blue, and orange suits. They were fighting a
water monster so Speedster ran around the monster
to make him dizzy, Waterspiter gave a pressure blast
to slam the monster into the building, and Jack took
out his fire sword to slice him. When they came back

they had a party. Meanwhile, in the underworld the
master said “You won the battle but not the war’’.

The End

